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QUESTION PRESENTED 

In Scheidler v. National Organization for Women, 
Inc., 537 U.S. 393 (2003), this Court held that the 
extortion provision of the Hobbs Act, 18 U.S.C. 
§ 1951(a), requires “not only the deprivation but also 
the acquisition of property” from another person.  Id. at 
404.  The Court reversed the verdicts against 
petitioners in that case because petitioners “neither 
pursued nor received something of value” from the 
victims “that they could exercise, transfer, or sell,” and 
that to hold otherwise would eliminate the 
longstanding distinction between the crimes of coercion 
and extortion.  Id. at 405 (quotation marks omitted). 

Petitioner was indicted for attempted extortion in 
violation of the Hobbs Act and interstate transmission 
of extortionate threats in violation of 18 U.S.C. 
§ 875(d).  The indictment alleged that petitioner sent 
several emails to the general counsel of the New York 
State Comptroller’s Office demanding that he reverse 
an internal, non-binding recommendation against 
investment in a fund managed by petitioner.  The 
emails threatened to disclose embarrassing personal 
information about the general counsel if he did not 
change his stated opinion about the fund.  The jury 
found in a special verdict that the “property” petitioner 
attempted to extort was the “General Counsel’s 
recommendation.”  The Second Circuit affirmed.   

The question presented is:  whether the 
“recommendation” of an attorney, who is a salaried 
employee of a governmental agency, in a single 
instance, is intangible property that can be the subject 
of an extortion attempt under 18 U.S.C. § 1951(a) (the 
Hobbs Act) and 18 U.S.C. § 875(d).    
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OPINIONS BELOW 

The court of appeals’ opinion is reported at 683 
F.3d 436 and reproduced at Pet. App. 1a-13a.  The 
district court’s opinion denying petitioner’s motion to 
dismiss the indictment is unreported and reproduced 
at Pet. App. 14a-66a.  The district court’s opinion 
denying petitioner’s motions for a judgment of 
acquittal and a new trial is unreported and 
reproduced at Pet. App. 67a-93a. 

JURISDICTION 

The court of appeals rendered its decision on 
June 26, 2012.  A petition for certiorari was timely 
filed on September 19, 2012, and granted on January 
11, 2013.  This Court has jurisdiction under 28 
U.S.C. § 1254(1). 

STATUTORY PROVISIONS INVOLVED 

The Hobbs Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1951, and 18 U.S.C. 
§ 875 are reproduced in the appendix to this brief.  
App. 1a-3a. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

This case gives meaning to the time-honored 
admonition not to “make a federal case out of it.”  At 
most, it involves an effort to interfere with the 
internal deliberative process of a state government, 
and would seem to be the quintessential incident 
giving rise to a prosecution under state law or not at 
all.  It arises from several anonymous emails sent to 
a state government attorney threatening to reveal an 
alleged affair if the attorney did not reverse an 
internal, non-binding recommendation he had made 
to his colleagues.  The emails were traced to 
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petitioner’s computer, and at first the case against 
petitioner proceeded as expected with New York 
state authorities initiating a state-law prosecution.  
They initially charged petitioner with attempted 
extortion before abandoning that claim and charging 
petitioner with the lesser state-law crime of 
attempted coercion, which involves the use or threat 
of force to restrict another’s freedom of action, but 
does not require the extortion of property.  State 
criminal proceedings progressed uneventfully until 
the state received an unfavorable pretrial ruling, 
which prompted its attorneys to seek out federal 
prosecutors.  The state proceedings were then 
abandoned, over petitioner’s objection, in favor of a 
federal prosecution. 

Federal prosecutors charged petitioner with 
attempting to violate the Hobbs Act through 
extortion, which, unlike the New York crime of 
coercion, is a property crime and requires the 
perpetrator to obtain property.  Indeed, when 
Congress adopted the Hobbs Act it looked to New 
York law as a model and made a considered decision 
to incorporate the property crime of extortion, but not 
the lesser crime of coercion.  During petitioner’s 
federal trial, the prosecution struggled to identify the 
“property” petitioner had attempted to obtain.  The 
jury convicted petitioner and stated in a special 
verdict that the “property” petitioner attempted to 
“obtain” was the attorney’s “recommendation.”  In 
affirming petitioner’s conviction, however, the Second 
Circuit recast the “property” at issue as the 
attorney’s intangible “right to make a 
recommendation” free from threats and held that 
petitioner attempted to “obtain” this ethereal 
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“property” by attempting to “exercise” the intangible 
right for the government attorney. 

A. Statutory Background 

Enacted in 1946, the Hobbs Act subjects to 
criminal liability “[w]hoever in any way or degree 
obstructs, delays, or affects commerce or the 
movement of any article or commodity in commerce, 
by robbery or extortion or attempts or conspires so to 
do.”  18 U.S.C. § 1951(a).  The Act defines “extortion” 
as “the obtaining of property from another, with his 
consent, induced by wrongful use of actual or 
threatened force, violence, or fear, or under color of 
official right.”  Id. § 1951(b)(2).  Violations of the Act 
are punishable by up to twenty years’ imprisonment.  
Id. § 1951(a).   

Congress used two sources of law as models in 
formulating the Hobbs Act:  the Penal Code of New 
York of 1909 and the Field Code, a nineteenth-
century model penal code for New York.  Scheidler v. 
Nat’l Org. for Women, Inc., 537 U.S. 393, 403 (2003) 
(Scheidler II).1  Both sources of law, and the pre-1946 
New York decisions construing them, drew a 
distinction between the crime of extortion and the 
crime of coercion.  Id. at 405-06.  Extortion, like 
larceny, robbery, and embezzlement, was a property 
crime and involved “‘the obtaining of property from 

                                            
1 Scheidler v. National Organization for Women, Inc., 537 U.S. 
393 (2003), is the second in a series of three decisions by this 
Court arising from the same litigation.  Both the district court 
and the court of appeals referred to the case as “Scheidler II.”  
For consistency, this brief does the same.   
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another, with his consent, induced by a wrongful use 
of force or fear, or under color of official right.’”  Id. at 
403.  The lesser crime of coercion, by contrast, was 
not a property crime; it involved “the use of force or 
threat of force to restrict another’s freedom of action” 
or “dictate and restrict the actions and decisions of 
businesses.”  Id. at 405-06.  In enacting the Hobbs 
Act, Congress expressly chose “to include extortion” 
as prohibited behavior and to “omit coercion.”  Id. at 
406.   

The Hobbs Act replaced an earlier federal 
statute, the Anti-Racketeering Act, which explicitly 
prohibited both coercion (section 2(a)) and extortion 
(section 2(b)), both as defined under New York law.  
Id. at 406-07.  The Hobbs Act retained the 
prohibition on extortion without material change.  
See 18 U.S.C. § 1951(b)(2).  Section 2(a), however, 
previously covering coercion, was replaced with a 
provision prohibiting “robbery,” see id. § 1951(b)(1), 
and all traces of the predicate crime of “coercion” 
were eliminated.  537 U.S. at 406-07.  The removal of 
coercion from the Hobbs Act was not an oversight.  It 
was the result of robust lobbying by representatives 
of organized labor, who were concerned that 
“coercion” arguably encompassed labor efforts to force 
management to alter its conduct or face the threat of 
consequences (economic or otherwise).  See Evans v. 
United States, 504 U.S. 255, 262-63 (1992); United 
States v. Enmons, 410 U.S. 396, 402-06 & n.16 
(1973); see also Hearings on H.R. 5218, H.R. 6752, 
H.R. 6872, and H.R. 7067 Before the Subcommittee 
No. 3 of the House Committee on the Judiciary, 77th 
Cong., 2d Sess. 126, 154, 158, 227, 233-34 (1942). 
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Section 875(d) of Title 18 subjects to criminal 
liability “[w]hoever, with intent to extort from any 
person, firm, association, or corporation, any money 
or other thing of value, transmits in interstate or 
foreign commerce any communication containing any 
threat to injure the property or reputation of the 
addressee.”  The definition of “extortion” under this 
provision parallels the definition of “extortion” in the 
Hobbs Act.  E.g., United States v. Jackson, 180 F.3d 
55, 70 (2d Cir. 1999). 

B. Factual Background 

The Common Retirement Fund (“Fund”) is the 
employee pension fund for the State of New York and 
certain local governments in the state.  Pet. App. 2a.  
The State Comptroller is the sole trustee of the Fund 
and approves and makes all Fund investments.  Id.  
If the Comptroller approves an investment of Fund 
moneys, he issues what is known as a “commitment.”  
Id.  A commitment signals that the Fund backs a 
particular investment; it is used, for example, to 
attract other investors to that investment.  Id.  
Importantly, however, a commitment does not bind 
the Fund to make the investment; that involves 
additional steps and requires the parties to find co-
investors, agree upon business terms, and execute 
and close on a limited partnership agreement.  Id.  
Accordingly, the comptroller’s office can issue a 
commitment even when it ultimately declines to 
make an investment.  Indeed, it did precisely that 
with a prior fund managed by petitioner’s employer.  
Id.   

In October 2009, the comptroller’s office was 
considering an investment in two funds managed by 
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FA Technology Ventures (“FA Technology”) and 
known collectively as “FA Tech III.”  Pet. App. 2a.  At 
the time, no business terms had been agreed upon 
between the comptroller’s office and FA Technology.  
J.A. 122.  On October 26, the comptroller office’s 
general counsel, Luke Bierman, circulated a three-
paragraph internal memorandum recommending 
against investing in the FA Tech III fund.  The 
memorandum was unusual; the general counsel did 
not weigh in on commitments in the ordinary course.  
J.A. 125.  Nonetheless, there were a number of 
ongoing investigations of public officials in Albany, 
and Bierman wrote that he had learned that the New 
York Attorney General’s Office was investigating a 
former public official involved in an earlier FA 
Technology fund, and thus recommended that it 
would be “prudent” to “avoid moving forward” with 
respect to FA Tech III.  J.A. 54-55, 125.  On 
November 13, the Comptroller decided not to issue a 
commitment for FA Tech III, and the office so 
informed a managing partner of FA Technology, 
Gregory Hulecki.  Pet. App. 3a; J.A. 118.2  Hulecki 
had previously gotten word of both Bierman’s 
negative recommendation and rumors that Bierman 
was having an extramarital affair.  Pet. App. 3a.    

On November 17, Bierman received an 
anonymous email at his work account requesting a 
personal email address for the sender to report a 
“serious ethical issue” concerning the comptroller’s 
office.  Pet. App. 4a.  Bierman provided a personal 
email address.  Id.  The next day, at that address, 
                                            
2 The decision below erroneously refers to “George” Hulecki. 
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Bierman received an anonymous email from the 
same sender accusing Bierman of having 
“blackballed a recommendation on a fund” for 
“political reasons,” which the sender characterized as 
“unethical” and “corrupt[].”  Id.; J.A. 59.  The sender 
also accused Bierman of having an affair with a co-
worker.  Pet. App. 4a.   

The sender then made the following demand of 
Bierman: 

Here is what i want you do: 

1) Go to TD, MLM, RE, GK, [redacted] et al. 
and tell them you’ve had a few days to think 
things over and have had a change of heart.  
You now recommend moving forward with 
this fund and accepting the decision of the 
investment staff 

2) You will make a reason such as you 
reviewed the files and realize that this fund 
is very important to the In State investing 
program because they are so active in 
upstate new york and have created so many 
jobs.  You now believe that to not do this 
fund would cause terrible disaster to the In 
State investing program, and that there is a 
great political liability to TD to do so.   

3) You will reverse your terrible statements 
on my friend and say positive things 

J.A. 60-61 [sic]; Pet. App. 4a.  The email stated that if 
Bierman did not comply by November 20, the sender 
would disclose information about Bierman’s alleged 
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affair to a number of individuals, including his wife, 
co-workers, and the media.  J.A. 61; Pet. App. 4a.   

Over the next several days, Bierman received 
five more emails from the same anonymous source 
inquiring about the status of the recommendation.  
Pet. App. 4a; J.A. 63-66, 70-73.  Bierman contacted 
the inspector general for the comptroller’s office, and 
on the advice of law enforcement officials, Bierman 
responded to the emails by asking for further time.  
Pet. App. 4a; J.A. 67-69, 109.   

The FBI traced some of the emails to a computer 
located in petitioner’s Brookline, Massachusetts 
home.  Petitioner was a managing partner of FA 
Technology.  Other emails were traced to FA 
Technology offices in Boston.  Pet. App. 4a-5a.  On 
December 3, 2009, members of the Brookline Police 
Department and investigators with the Albany 
County District Attorney’s office executed a search 
warrant at petitioner’s Brookline residence.  Id. at 
48a.3   

C. State Court Proceedings  

On December 4, 2009, state authorities filed a 
felony complaint in the Albany County City Court 
charging petitioner with attempted grand larceny in 
the first degree by extortion.  Pet. App. 28a; N.Y. 
Penal Law §§ 110, 155.05(2)(e), 155.42.  The 
complaint alleged that petitioner attempted “to steal 
a $25 million investment from” the comptroller’s 
                                            
3 Contrary to language suggesting otherwise in the decision 
below, see Pet. App. 4a-5a, the FBI did not execute the search 
warrant.  This matter began as a state law enforcement matter.   
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office “by compelling or inducing the victim, Luke 
Bierman … to deliver said investment to FA 
Technology Ventures by means of emailing threats to 
Mr. Bierman.”  J.A. 75.  The complaint referred 
repeatedly to the emails Bierman received as 
“extortionist emails” or “emails containing the 
extortionist threats.”  J.A. 75.    

On February 2, 2010, a grand jury in Albany 
County returned a two-count indictment against 
petitioner.  Pet. App. 28a.  The indictment abandoned 
the attempted grand larceny by extortion charge and 
instead charged petitioner with the lesser charge of 
attempted coercion in the first degree.  Id.; N.Y. 
Penal Law §§ 135.60, 135.65.  Unlike the state-law 
grand larceny by extortion charge, the coercion 
charge is not a property crime and thus did not 
require proof of an actual or attempted taking of 
property.  The indictment alleged that petitioner 
“attempt[ed] to compel or induce” Bierman “to engage 
in conduct in which” Bierman “ha[d] a legal right to 
abstain from.”  J.A. 77-78.  Specifically, it alleged 
that petitioner “attempted to compel or induce” 
Bierman “to withdraw his opposition to a proposed 
investment of the Office of the State Comptroller” by 
means of “emailing threats” to Bierman.  J.A. 78.  
Unlike the complaint for attempted larceny, the 
indictment did not refer to “extortionist emails” or 
“extortionist threats,” nor did it allege that petitioner 
attempted to “steal a $25 million investment.”  The 
first-degree nature of the coercion count was due to 
the aggravating element that petitioner allegedly 
sought to compel Bierman “to violate his duty as a 
public servant.”  J.A. 78; see N.Y. Penal Law 
§ 135.65(2)(c).   
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The indictment also charged petitioner with 
third-degree bribery.  Pet. App. 28a; N.Y. Penal Law 
§ 200.00.  Specifically, the indictment alleged the 
rather novel theory that petitioner had offered the 
“benefit of withholding the exposure of” Bierman’s 
alleged affair in order to influence Bierman’s “vote, 
opinion, judgment, action, or exercise of discretion as 
public servant.”  J.A. 80.   

Petitioner moved in state court to dismiss the 
indictment, for a suppression hearing relating to the 
fruits of the December 3, 2009 search, and, under 
Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), for the state 
to disclose all material relating to the Comptroller’s 
decision not to invest in FA Tech III.  The Brady 
demand flowed from petitioner’s contention that 
Bierman’s recommendation was prompted by 
considerations relating to the Comptroller’s bid for 
re-election, rather than legitimate concerns with the 
investment.  The request related to the state’s 
burden of demonstrating interference with Bierman’s 
“duty as a public servant.”  J.A. 90-91.  Over the 
state’s objections, on June 30, 2010, in an omnibus 
order, the state court dismissed the bribery count, 
granted a suppression hearing, and ordered the state 
to turn over all materials relating to the decision not 
to issue the commitment.  J.A. 81-91; Pet. App. 28a.     

The unfavorable trial court decision dampened 
the state prosecutors’ enthusiasm for the state-law 
case and prompted them to approach federal 
prosecutors about adopting the case.  As an assistant 
district attorney later attested, the state sought to 
lateral the matter to federal prosecutors “[i]n 
response to the dismissal of half the indictment.”  
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J.A. 93.  On July 14, 2010, federal prosecutors met 
with representatives of the district attorney’s office to 
discuss the case.  Pet. App. 28a.  Petitioner’s state-
court suppression hearing was scheduled for August 
6, but federal prosecutors “ask[ed] that the state 
suppression hearing be adjourned to allow the federal 
prosecution to take over.”  Id. at 37a.  The August 6 
hearing was adjourned but eventually commenced 
over a series of dates.  Id. at 33a.  It never concluded.   

Instead, on October 22, 2010, before the trial 
judge could render a decision on the motion to 
suppress, the United States Attorney filed a 
complaint charging petitioner with one count of 
interstate transmission of an extortionate threat, in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 875(d).  Pet. App. 35a.  That 
same day, the State of New York moved to dismiss 
the coercion charge against petitioner.  Id. at 34a.  
The trial court eventually granted that motion, over 
petitioner’s objection, on October 27.  Id. at 35a.    

D. District Court Proceedings 

Petitioner was subsequently indicted in the 
United States District Court for the Northern 
District of New York.  Pet. App. 5a.  Count one of the 
indictment was entitled “Extortion” and alleged a 
violation of the Hobbs Act.  J.A. 98, 100.  It asserted 
that petitioner “attempt[ed] to affect commerce by 
extortion, that is by attempting to obtain property 
from another with his consent induced by wrongful 
use of fear and threatened fear.”  Pet. App. 16a; J.A. 
100.  The “property” that petitioner allegedly 
“attempt[ed] to obtain” was identified as “the 
Commitment, the Comptroller’s approval of the 
Commitment, and the General Counsel’s 
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recommendation to approve the Commitment.”  Pet. 
App. 16a; J.A. 100.  Counts two through seven of the 
indictment, alleging violations of 18 U.S.C. § 875(d), 
asserted that petitioner transmitted emails to 
Bierman “with the intent to extort (1) from the 
Comptroller (a) the Commitment, (b) approval of the 
Commitment, and (c) the General Counsel’s 
recommendation to approve the Commitment, and 
(2) from the General Counsel his recommendation to 
approve the Commitment.”  Pet. App. 16a-17a; J.A. 
100-101.   

Petitioner, who appeared pro se in the pre-trial 
proceedings and throughout trial, Pet. App. 68a n.10, 
moved to dismiss the indictment as facially 
insufficient, arguing that it did not allege that 
petitioner attempted to deprive or obtain property 
from Bierman that was a source or element of wealth 
that could be sold, transferred, or exercised, as 
required by Scheidler II.  The district court denied 
the motion, id. at 18a-26a, and the case proceeded to 
trial.   

At trial, the government focused on petitioner’s 
alleged attempt to force Bierman to alter his course 
of conduct.  During its opening statement, the 
prosecution repeatedly told the jury that “what 
[petitioner] wanted the General Counsel to do is to 
reverse his recommendation.”  J.A. 102-103; see also 
J.A. 103 (“[petitioner] wanted Mr. Bierman to reverse 
his recommendation”); J.A. 104 (emails “repeatedly 
asked [Bierman] … to reverse his recommendation”).  
Bierman himself testified that he understood the 
import of the first email to be that he “should alter 
the recommendation [he] made” in his October 26 
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memorandum.  J.A. 108.  He likewise viewed the 
subsequent emails as designed to make him “reverse 
[his] recommendation,” “alter [his] opinion,” “change 
[his] mind,” or “change [his] opinion.”  J.A. 110, 111, 
113, 114, 117.  At no point did Bierman testify that 
he understood the emails to demand that he 
relinquish money or any other property to any third 
party.   

Bierman testified that as general counsel, he had 
no authority to approve a commitment on behalf of 
the Fund or to release any funds; only the 
Comptroller could approve a commitment or 
subsequent investment.  J.A. 123-124.  He added that 
it was “rare” that the general counsel would involve 
himself in the internal deliberative process regarding 
a particular commitment, as he did in expressing his 
opinion about FA Tech III; indeed, he had done so 
only once before.  J.A. 125.  He confirmed that a 
commitment is non-binding, is non-transferable, 
cannot be exchanged for money, and does not entitle 
the investment manager to any capital or 
management fees.  J.A. 126-127.  Bierman was 
unable to say whether the Fund would have suffered 
a loss had the Comptroller invested in FA Tech III.  
J.A. 128.  And no evidence was introduced as to 
whether Bierman or the Fund would have suffered a 
loss had Bierman changed his internal, non-binding 
recommendation in light of the emails.  In its closing, 
the prosecution again argued that petitioner “wanted 
Mr. Bierman to change his recommendation.”  J.A. 
136.   
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Over petitioner’s objection, the district court 
instructed the jury that for purposes of extortion 
under the Hobbs Act:   

[t]he term property includes not only money 
and other physical or tangible things, but 
also any valuable intangible right considered 
as a source or element of wealth.  Intangible 
property rights that may be extorted include 
the right to contract with a party of one’s 
choosing, the right to make various business 
decisions free from outside pressure, and the 
right to decide with whom to work. 

Pet. App. 75a n.13; J.A. 139.   

The jury convicted petitioner on the Hobbs Act 
count and five of the six counts under 18 U.S.C. 
§ 875(d).  Pet. App. 5a.  For the Hobbs Act count, the 
jury indicated on a special verdict form that the 
property that petitioner attempted to extort was 
Bierman’s “recommendation to approve the 
Commitment.”  For each count under 18 U.S.C. 
§ 875(d), the jury likewise indicated that the 
petitioner intended to extort Bierman’s 
“recommendation to approve the Commitment.”  In 
all counts, the jury expressly declined to find that the 
property extorted was “the Commitment” or “the 
Comptroller’s approval of the Commitment.”  Pet. 
App. 5a-6a; J.A. 141-146.   

Petitioner moved for a judgment of acquittal or a 
new trial, contending that Bierman’s 
“recommendation to approve the Commitment” was 
not “property” for purposes of extortion under the 
Hobbs Act.  Pet. App. 6a, 73a.  The district court 
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denied the motion.  Id. at 67a-93a.  At sentencing, 
the presentence investigation report submitted by 
the U.S. probation office applied the guideline 
covering federal extortion, which permits an increase 
in an offense level based on the “amount obtained or 
demanded.”  U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual 
§ 2B3.3(b).  It declined to increase petitioner’s offense 
level under this provision, however, because it found 
that “there was no quantifiable value to” petitioner’s 
“demand” that Bierman “rescind his prior 
recommendation not to approve the commitment and 
thereafter recommend the approval of the 
commitment.”  Presentence Investigation Report 8, 
14, United States v. Sekhar, No. 10-CF-573 (N.D.N.Y. 
filed Sept. 20, 2011) (Dkt. 100).  The government 
sought a sentence of at least twelve years in prison.  
See Government’s Sentencing Mem. 4, United States 
v. Sekhar, No. 10-CF-573 (N.D.N.Y. filed Sept. 28, 
2011) (Dkt. 103).  The district court sentenced 
petitioner to fifteen months’ imprisonment, Pet. App. 
6a.   

E. The Second Circuit’s Decision 

The Second Circuit affirmed.  Rejecting 
petitioner’s contention that Bierman’s 
“recommendation to approve the commitment” was 
not “property” under the Hobbs Act, the court 
observed that the “concept of property” under the 
Hobbs Act “includes, in a broad sense, any valuable 
right considered as a source or element of wealth.”  
Pet. App. 8a (quoting United States v. Tropiano, 418 
F.2d 1069, 1075 (2d Cir. 1969)) (internal quotation 
marks omitted).  The court then stated that “[t]here 
is a property right” to “pursue a lawful business,” to 
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“conduct a business free from threats,” and to “make 
various business decisions free from outside 
pressure.”  Id. (quoting Tropiano, 418 F.2d at 1076; 
United States v. Arena, 180 F.3d 380, 394 (2d Cir. 
1999), abrogated by Scheidler II, 537 U.S. at 403 n.8; 
and United States v. Gotti, 459 F.3d 296, 327 (2d Cir. 
2006)) (internal quotation marks and ellipsis 
omitted).   

The job of general counsel, the court observed, is 
“to provide legal advice to the Comptroller.”  Pet. 
App. 8a.  A “‘lawyer’s stock in trade is the sale of 
legal services,’” and what is sold is “‘time and 
advice.’”  Id. (quoting Massaro v. Chesley (In re San 
Juan Dupont Plaza Hotel Fire Litig.), 111 F.3d 220, 
237 n.19 (1st Cir. 1997), and United States v. Bertoli, 
994 F.2d 1002, 1023 (3d Cir. 1993)).  Therefore, the 
court of appeals held, Bierman had “a property right 
in rendering sound legal advice to the Comptroller 
and, specifically, to recommend—free from threats—
whether the Comptroller should issue a 
Commitment.”  Id. at 8a-9a.  The court rejected 
petitioner’s argument that this purported “property 
right” was not a “source or element of wealth” to 
Bierman, stating that the property right “need not be 
a source of wealth to the target of the extortion.”  Id. 
at 9a (emphasis omitted).  Regardless, the court 
believed that Bierman’s “ability to give legal advice 
free from threats—and, specifically, to make a 
recommendation on FA Tech III,” could “be seen as a 
‘source or element of wealth’” to Bierman.  Id.   

The Second Circuit next held that petitioner 
satisfied Scheidler II’s requirement that there be “not 
only the deprivation but also the acquisition of 
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property” for extortion under the Hobbs Act.  537 
U.S. at 404.  In the court’s view, petitioner satisfied 
this condition because he attempted to “deprive the 
General Counsel of his right to make a 
recommendation consistent with his legal judgment” 
and attempted to “exercise that right by forcing the 
General Counsel to make a recommendation 
determined by [petitioner].”  Pet. App. 12a.  The 
court acknowledged that had Bierman changed his 
internal, non-binding recommendation, it would not 
necessarily have resulted in a commitment, and a 
commitment would not necessarily have resulted in 
an investment.  Id.  Nevertheless, in the court’s view, 
“‘the concept of property does not depend upon a 
direct benefit being conferred on the person who 
obtains the property.’”  Id. (quoting Gotti, 459 F.3d at 
320 (quoting Tropiano, 418 F.2d at 1075-76)) (ellipsis 
omitted).  Rather, it is enough that the defendant 
“exercise the rights in question in order to profit.”  Id. 
(quoting Gotti, 459 F.3d at 326) (brackets and 
internal quotation marks omitted).  That was the 
case here, the court concluded, because “[petitioner], 
in order to profit, attempted to exercise the General 
Counsel’s property right to make recommendations.”  
Id. at 13a.4   

  

                                            
4 The court affirmed the convictions under 18 U.S.C. § 875(d) on 
the same grounds, noting that the definition of “extortion” 
under the Hobbs Act “also applies to § 875(d).”  Pet. App. 7a.   
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The internal, non-binding opinion or 
recommendation of a salaried government attorney is 
not “property” under the extortion provision of the 
Hobbs Act, and accordingly petitioner’s convictions 
cannot stand.  This Court made clear in Scheidler II 
that “property” within the meaning of the Hobbs Act 
extortion provision is the kind of valuable, alienable 
property that can be sold, transferred, exercised, and 
acquired by the perpetrator.  A government lawyer’s 
opinion or recommendation about whether to issue a 
commitment for a particular investment fund does 
not remotely meet that test.  That recommendation 
has no intrinsic value.  Nor is it even alienable or 
acquirable in any relevant sense.  Even if the 
government official is convinced to change his 
recommendation—whether via threats or 
persuasion—the recommendation has not been 
transferred to anyone else, much less the 
perpetrator, and it has not become someone else’s 
opinion or recommendation.  Indeed, the opinion has 
relevance to the government’s internal deliberations 
only because it is the attorney’s recommendation. 

That is particularly true here in light of the ad 
hoc nature of Bierman’s recommendation.  His 
recommendation was not some required certification 
or check in a standardized government approval 
process.  Even if it were, this Court has suggested 
that government licenses before they are issued and 
the process that surrounds their issuance are not 
“property.”  But especially in light of the ad hoc 
nature of Bierman’s recommendation against issuing 
a commitment for a particular investment, it would 
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be nothing short of bizarre to construe a retraction 
and more favorable opinion as acquirable “property” 
under the Hobbs Act.  Yet that is the theory that the 
government presented to the jury and the jury 
embraced.  A straightforward application of this 
Court’s precedent suffices to dispose of that theory. 

In implicit recognition of the difficulty with 
viewing Bierman’s recommendation concerning 
whether to issue a commitment as “property,” the 
Second Circuit advanced a different theory.  
Although the court of appeals used a variety of 
shifting formulations, it essentially reconceptualized 
the “property” as Bierman’s right to make his 
recommendation free from threats.  It is not clear 
that the Court even need reach the Second Circuit’s 
effort to salvage the jury verdict, but in all events, 
the right to make a recommendation free from 
outside influence is no more “property” under the 
Hobbs Act than the recommendation itself.   

There is no basis in the text, purpose, or history 
of the Hobbs Act for the proposition that “property” 
in the Act’s extortion provision includes the 
intangible right to do (or not to do) something, 
including the “right to make a recommendation” or to 
act free from threats.  That notion cannot be squared 
with Scheidler II’s commonsense interpretation of the 
word “obtaining” in the Act to mean “taking 
possession of” something, which requires property to 
be alienable.  And it is thoroughly inconsistent with 
Congress’ deliberate decision in the Hobbs Act to 
make extortion a federal crime, but not the lesser 
offense of coercion.  The former is a property crime, 
while the latter prohibits a broader swath of coercive 
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conduct without requiring a demonstration that the 
perpetrator obtained property.  Against that 
backdrop, the Second Circuit’s decision to expand the 
Hobbs Act conception of alienable property to include 
intangible rights to autonomy in decisionmaking is 
not just a misinterpretation of the Act, but directly 
contradicts Congress’ considered decision not to make 
coercion a federal crime.   

Were there any remaining doubt, both the rule of 
lenity and the canon against upsetting the 
traditional federal-state balance in law enforcement 
both counsel against such an expansive reading.  The 
rule of lenity has particular force in interpreting the 
Hobbs Act, which is a tool of choice for both federal 
prosecutors and civil RICO plaintiffs.  Canons 
against upsetting the traditional federal-state 
balance and over-federalizing crime also apply with 
particular force here.  There is no reason to think 
state and local prosecutors will be insufficiently 
vigilant in protecting the integrity of the state’s own 
internal deliberative process.  Moreover, this is not a 
context where Congress failed to consider the overlap 
of federal and state criminal law.  Congress well 
understood that the states generally and New York 
in particular prohibited both extortion and coercion, 
and Congress specifically chose to federalize the 
former and leave the latter to state and local 
prosecutors.  By treating a vast array of conduct that 
at most constitutes the state-law crime of coercion as 
Hobbs Act extortion, the decision below not only 
disregards Congress’ judgment but calls into question 
incidents of social protest and labor activism, which 
may be characterized as coercive but have never been 
understood as constituting extortion.   
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ARGUMENT 

I. This Court’s Precedents Establish That The 
Internal, Non-Binding Opinion Or 
Recommendation Of A Salaried 
Government Attorney Is Not “Property” 
Under The Extortion Provision Of The 
Hobbs Act.   

In convicting petitioner of violating the Hobbs 
Act and 18 U.S.C. § 875(d), the jury found that the 
“property” petitioner attempted to extort was 
Bierman’s “recommendation to approve the 
Commitment.”  But under this Court’s decisions 
sensibly construing the Hobbs Act and other federal 
criminal statutes, that internal recommendation 
about government action does not constitute 
“property” and cannot remotely support petitioner’s 
convictions.  Accordingly, petitioner’s convictions 
must be reversed.  

A. This Court Has Consistently Adopted a 
Narrow View of “Property” That Can Be 
the Subject of Federal Criminal 
Liability.    

The Hobbs Act subjects to criminal liability 
“[w]hoever in any way or degree obstructs, delays, or 
affects commerce or the movement of any article or 
commodity in commerce, by robbery or extortion or 
attempts or conspires so to do.”  18 U.S.C. § 1951(a).  
The Act defines “extortion” as “the obtaining of 
property from another, with his consent, induced by 
wrongful use of actual or threatened force, violence, 
or fear, or under color of official right.”  Id. 
§ 1951(b)(2).  This reference to “property” is not 
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incidental; as this Court has recognized, extortion is 
a classic property crime.  Scheidler II, 537 U.S. at 
403.  And this entire prosecution turns on whether 
an internal government recommendation regarding a 
commitment constitutes property.  The parties agree 
that the definition of extortion under the Hobbs Act 
also applies to the 18 U.S.C. § 875(d) counts.  See Pet. 
App. 7a; Brief for the United States in Opposition at 
5, Sekhar v. United States (No. 12-357).5   

This is far from the first time this Court has 
confronted an aggressive government conception of 
what constitutes property in a federal criminal 
statute.  Most pertinently, the Court narrowly and 
sensibly construed the Hobbs Act in Scheidler II.  
There, the Court rejected as an “unwarranted 
expansion” of the Hobbs Act an argument premised 
on the proposition that “property” includes “the right 
to control the use and disposition of an asset.”  537 
U.S. at 401-02.  The Court looked to the Penal Code 
of New York and the Field Code—two models 
Congress used in formulating the Hobbs Act—and its 
own decisions to determine that extortion under the 
Hobbs Act requires “both a deprivation and 
acquisition of property.”  Id. at 403-04.  To “obtain” 
property, the Court further remarked, means to “gain 
possession of” it.  Id. at 403 n.8.  The Court then held 
that petitioners, a group of anti-abortion protestors, 
did not violate the Hobbs Act because their conduct 

                                            
5 For brevity, therefore, this brief will henceforth only refer to 
the impropriety of petitioner’s Hobbs Act conviction, though the 
same reasoning applies to invalidate petitioner’s convictions 
under 18 U.S.C. § 875(d).   
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did not amount to an “‘obtaining of property from’” 
respondents, a group of health clinics.  Id. at 403.  
Petitioners “did not obtain respondents’ property,” 
the Court concluded, because while they interfered 
with respondent’s business they “neither pursued nor 
received something of value from respondents that 
they could exercise, transfer, or sell.”  Id. at 405 
(internal quotation marks omitted).   

The Court noted that a contrary result would 
“eliminate the recognized distinction between 
extortion and the separate crime of coercion.”  Id.  
While the crime of coercion involves the use or threat 
of force to “restrict another’s freedom of action” or 
“restrict the actions and decisions of businesses,” it 
differs from extortion in that it does not require the 
acquisition of property.  Id. at 405-06.  Preserving 
that distinction was of particular relevance because, 
as the Court noted, Congress modeled the Hobbs Act 
on New York law and made a deliberate decision to 
incorporate the New York crime of extortion, but to 
drop the separate New York prohibition on coercion 
that had been included in a prior federal statute, the 
Anti-Racketeering Act.  Id. at 406-07.  As such, the 
Court concluded, “there has been and continues to be 
a recognized difference between these two crimes,” 
and “this distinction was not lost on Congress in 
formulating the Hobbs Act.”  Id. at 408.  If this 
distinction were to be abandoned, “such a significant 
expansion of the law’s coverage must come from 
Congress, and not from the courts.”  Id. at 409.   

Likewise, in Cleveland v. United States, 531 U.S. 
12 (2000), the Court unanimously rejected the 
government’s efforts to broadly construe the term 
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“property” in the federal mail fraud statute.  
Specifically, the Court found the definition of 
“property” in that federal criminal statute was not 
elastic enough to encompass a state’s intangible 
“right to control the issuance, renewal, and 
revocation” of state licenses.  Id. at 23.  The mail 
fraud statute prohibits “obtaining money or property” 
by means of “false or fraudulent pretenses, 
representations, or promises” using the mails.  18 
U.S.C. § 1341.  Petitioner in Cleveland had been 
convicted of violating the statute after making 
misrepresentations in an application for a video 
poker license issued by the State of Louisiana.  The 
Court unanimously reversed the conviction, 
determining that petitioner had not “obtained” 
anything because “such a license is not ‘property’” in 
the State’s hands.  531 U.S. at 20.  In so holding, the 
Court rejected the government’s contention that the 
state’s “intangible rights of allocation, exclusion, and 
control” constitute “property” for purposes of the mail 
fraud statute.  Id. at 23.   

Cleveland built upon the Court’s earlier decision 
reining in the government’s broad conception of 
“property” under the mail fraud statute, McNally v. 
United States, 483 U.S. 350 (1987).  There, the Court 
rejected the theory that “property” in the mail fraud 
statute extended to the “intangible rights to honest 
and impartial government.”  Id. at 355.  Although 
Congress subsequently amended the statute to try to 
restore prosecutions for so-called honest services 
fraud, the federal government in Cleveland relied on 
the general reference to “property,” and this Court 
made clear that it did not extend to a state 
government license in the hands of the state 
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government.  Most recently, of course, this Court 
rejected the government’s broad reading of the 
amended statute’s reference to honest services fraud 
in Skilling v. United States, 130 S. Ct. 2896 (2010).  
There, the Court observed that McNally “stopped the 
development of the intangible-rights doctrine in its 
track.”  Id. at 2927.  It then narrowly construed the 
amendment to reach only kickbacks and bribery, id. 
at 2931, with some members of the Court deeming 
the “intangible right” so hopelessly vague as to 
violate the Due Process Clause of the Fifth 
Amendment, see id. at 2935 (Scalia, J., concurring in 
part and concurring in the judgment).    

B. The Internal, Non-Binding 
Recommendation of a Salaried 
Government Attorney Is Not “Property” 
Under This Court’s Precedents.     

The foregoing precedents make plain that 
Bierman’s internal, non-binding “recommendation to 
approve the Commitment” to FA Tech III does not 
constitute “property” for purposes of extortion under 
the Hobbs Act.  That internal government 
recommendation does not have the critical character 
of transferrable property identified as necessary in 
Scheidler II.  And that internal recommendation is 
less concrete and valuable than the license at issue in 
Cleveland.  Thus, since the jury clearly rested its 
verdict on the view that this internal government 
recommendation was “property,” petitioner’s 
convictions cannot stand.  Indeed, because Bierman’s 
internal recommendation is not “property” under the 
Hobbs Act, the indictment against petitioner was 
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facially insufficient and petitioner should have never 
gone to trial.   

Bierman’s recommendation plainly does not 
possess the critical attributes of Hobbs Act “property” 
identified in Scheidler II.  While the Court there 
deemed it unnecessary to address the “outer 
boundaries” of “property” under the Hobbs Act, such 
as whether obtaining “something as intangible as 
another’s right to exercise exclusive control over the 
use of a party’s business assets” would violate the 
Hobbs Act, 537 U.S. at 402, it indicated that, at a 
minimum, “property” for purposes of the Hobbs Act 
must be “something of value” that the perpetrator 
must be able to “exercise, transfer, or sell”; it must be 
capable of being deprived from the victim; and it 
must be capable of being acquired by the perpetrator.  
Id. at 405.   

Bierman’s internal, non-binding recommendation 
or opinion about whether to invest in a particular 
fund flunks every dimension of that test.  It has no 
value in any relevant sense; it cannot be sold, 
transferred, or exercised; Bierman cannot be 
“deprived” of it; and petitioner could not “acquire” it.  
A positive recommendation from Bierman would 
have no intrinsic value.  While such a favorable 
recommendation might influence a deliberative 
process that in turn could lead to a commitment that 
in turn could lead to an investment, the 
recommendation is just a part of the deliberative 
process.  It is not the kind of valuable, concrete, and 
transferrable property this Court required in 
Scheidler II.  If the favorable recommendation had 
been reduced to writing and left on a train or stolen 
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from a desk drawer, there might be a concern about a 
breach of the internal deliberative process, but there 
would be no secondary market for the 
recommendation; a third party could not transfer the 
recommendation to itself by replacing the phrase “FA 
Tech III” with its own name or fund.  Bierman could 
simply reduce his recommendation to writing again, 
and the loss of the earlier version would have no 
impact.  And if Bierman later modified his 
recommendation, the existence of the earlier writing 
would not matter.   

Indeed, in the sense relevant for Scheidler II the 
recommendation is inalienable.  The recommendation 
mattered because it came from the general counsel, 
and not someone else—it was Bierman’s opinion or 
recommendation about how to proceed.  
Decisionmakers in the comptroller general’s office 
already knew that FA Technology executives like 
petitioner recommended making a commitment for 
the FA Tech III fund; what mattered is whether the 
general counsel injected a concern based on a 
pending investigation.  This point is nicely captured 
in the state-law coercion indictment, which alleged 
that Bierman was pressured to “withdraw his 
opposition.”  J.A. 78.  If the pressure had had its 
intended effect, Bierman might have dropped his 
opposition, but that opposition would not be 
transferred to anyone else.   

A recommendation or opinion about a proposed 
course of conduct, like Bierman’s in this case, cannot 
be “deprived” from anyone or “acquired” by anyone 
else in anything but the most metaphysical sense.  
Yet this Court has warned in other contexts that 
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where “language is straightforward,” courts have “no 
business getting metaphysical.” Lexecon Inc. v. 
Milberg Weiss Bershad Hynes & Lerach, 523 U.S. 26, 
37 (1998).  That admonition surely applies with even 
greater force in discerning the reach of a federal 
criminal statute.  And that is especially so when the 
federal criminal statute concerns extortion.  
Extortion is a species of larceny.  See N.Y. Penal Law 
§ 155.05(2)(e) (referring to extortion as “larceny by 
extortion”).  Larceny involves the deprivation of 
property from the victim and the appropriation of the 
same property by the perpetrator, either to himself or 
to a third person. The property of the victim moves 
from the victim’s possession into the possession of 
another, unchanged in its nature, character, or 
identity.  A recommendation or opinion simply does 
not possess these essential characteristics of 
alienability.   

That Bierman’s “recommendation to approve the 
Commitment” is not property under Scheidler II is 
underscored by its ad hoc nature.  Bierman’s opinion 
was not a required internal certification or check; 
indeed, it was not a standard part of the ordinary 
“commitment” process at all, and it came well before 
the parties had agreed upon business terms or taken 
other such concrete steps toward finalizing an 
investment.  Bierman admitted that his involvement 
in the investment process was “rare,” and he 
specified that it had occurred only once before.  Thus 
Bierman’s recommendation against issuing a 
commitment for FA Tech III was itself a deviation 
from the ordinary course.  Although Bierman’s 
precise motivation for issuing that unusual negative 
recommendation had some relevance to the state 
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prosecution, what matters here is simply that 
Bierman’s recommendation was an ad hoc 
contribution to an internal deliberative process.    

Having raised an ad hoc objection to a particular 
“commitment,” Bierman was essentially being 
pressured to change his opinion or change his mind.  
In fact, that is precisely what Bierman described to 
the jury.  Each time Bierman was asked to describe 
what he believed the sender wanted him to do, he 
gave substantially the same answer:  he was to “alter 
[his] recommendation,” “alter [his] opinion,” “change 
[his] mind,” or “change [his] opinion.”  But if there is 
one thing that is not alienable property, even in a 
metaphysical sense, it is someone’s opinion.  Even if 
a person is convinced to change his or her mind or 
opinion—whether by threats of force or persuasion—
the persuader does not thereby acquire the opinion, 
mind, or recommendation.   

  Indeed, even in the context of more formal 
internal processes, this Court has declined to view 
aspects of that internal process as “property.”  Like 
the pre-issuance video poker license and the process 
that surrounded it in Cleveland, an internal 
government recommendation as to the best course of 
action is not property in any normal sense of the 
word.  Although there is surely a legitimate 
government interest in protecting the integrity of the 
government’s internal deliberations, an outsider 
cannot “obtain” a state’s intangible “right to control 
the issuance, renewal, and revocation” of licenses or a 
citizen’s “intangible rights to honest and impartial 
government.”  Cleveland, 531 U.S. at 23; McNally, 
483 U.S. at 355.  Indeed, Congress had to amend the 
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mail fraud statute precisely because the integrity of 
the government’s internal processes is not “property” 
in any normal sense of the word, let alone the kind of 
property that can be transferred, deprived or 
acquired.   

None of this is to suggest that using threats to 
overbear a person’s will and to force a government 
official to change a stated opinion cannot be 
criminalized.  It can, but the crime is coercion and 
does not involve the acquisition of property.  The 
government’s case to the jury may well have 
constituted the state-law crime of coercion as 
described by this Court in Scheidler II, but it did not 
involve the acquisition of property.  The alleged 
conduct was an effort to “restrict [Bierman’s] freedom 
of action,” not to acquire his property.  537 U.S. at 
405.  As Scheidler II makes clear, however, the 
Hobbs Act does not prohibit coercion.  Congress had 
the chance to extend the Hobbs Act to coercion and 
made a deliberate decision not to do so.  See id. at 
408-09.   

That the conduct here describes the classic state-
law crime of coercion was not lost on the state 
prosecutors.  Although state prosecutors initially 
charged petitioner with attempting to extort “a $25 
million investment,” they quickly thought better of it 
and settled on seeking an indictment for the lesser 
crime of attempted coercion.  State law even 
accommodated the notion that attempting to coerce a 
state official is of particular concern to the state by 
treating coercion as aggravated if it involved the 
discharge of public duties.  Thus, this case was 
initially addressed by the proper authorities (state 
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not federal) under the proper legal rubric (coercion, 
not the property crime of extortion).  Only after that 
state prosecution started to go sideways, with a 
series of procedural decisions adverse to the state—
dismissing half the indictment, setting a suppression 
hearing, and ordering disclosure of internal 
comptroller’s office documents—did state prosecutors 
purposefully seek out their federal counterparts.   

But the federal criminal code lacks a coercion 
provision, and so the federal prosecutors tried to fit 
this classic coercion case into the Hobbs Act.  That 
effort runs afoul of a virtual wall of this Court’s 
precedent.  The case actually presented to the jury 
focused on Bierman’s recommendation or opinion 
about FA III Tech as the relevant property.  But that 
is clearly not the kind of acquirable property required 
by this Court in Scheidler II.  Indeed, the problems 
with the recommendation or opinion as property were 
so apparent that it prompted the Second Circuit to 
reconceptualize the property as Bierman’s right to 
make a recommendation free from coercion.  It is not 
clear the Court even needs to reach that alternative 
theory, because it is not the one embraced by the 
jury.  But in all events, as shown next, the 
government’s theory fares no better if the property is 
the right to make a recommendation rather than the 
recommendation itself.    
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II. The Second Circuit’s Decision Improperly 
Expanded “Property” Under The Hobbs Act 
To Include Intangible Rights To Autonomy. 

As demonstrated, this Court’s cases make clear 
that an attempt to coerce Bierman’s 
“recommendation to approve the Commitment,” J.A. 
141-142, does not constitute the extortion of 
“property” under the Hobbs Act.  The Second Circuit 
nevertheless affirmed petitioner’s convictions by 
improperly transforming the “property” at issue from 
Bierman’s “recommendation” into Bierman’s 
intangible rights to take certain actions.  Tellingly, 
the Second Circuit could not consistently identify the 
intangible rights that petitioner allegedly extorted; it 
variously described them as Bierman’s “right in 
rendering sound legal advice to the Comptroller and, 
specifically, to recommend—free from threats—
whether the Comptroller should issue a 
Commitment,” Bierman’s “right to make a 
recommendation consistent with his legal judgment,” 
and Bierman’s “right to make recommendations.”  
Pet. App. 8a-9a, 12a, 13a.  But however formulated, 
the Second Circuit’s attempt to recharacterize the 
“property” at issue from what the jury based its 
verdict on—i.e., the recommendation—to a set of 
intangible rights to autonomy cannot sustain 
petitioner’s convictions.  The text, purpose, and 
history of the Hobbs Act, as well as this Court’s 
precedents, make clear that these intangible rights 
do not constitute “property” under the extortion 
provision of the Hobbs Act.  To hold otherwise would 
eradicate the coercion/extortion distinction 
recognized in Scheidler II, ignore the rule of lenity, 
and violate core principles of federalism. 
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A. The Text, Purpose, and History of the 
Hobbs Act Make Clear that the 
Intangible Right to Make a 
Recommendation is Not “Property” For 
Purposes of the Act’s Extortion 
Provision.   

As reflected in this Court’s decisions, there is no 
basis in the text, purpose, or history of the Hobbs Act 
for the Second Circuit’s belief that “property” under 
the Act’s extortion provision encompasses intangible 
rights to autonomy like the right to make a 
recommendation “free from threats” or “consistent 
with [one’s] legal judgment.”     

1.  The Second Circuit’s far-ranging “concept of 
property,” Pet. App. 8a, is not supported by the text 
of the Hobbs Act.  See Permanent Mission of India to 
the United Nations v. City of New York, 551 U.S. 193, 
197 (2007) (“We begin, as always, with the text of the 
statute.”).  To the contrary, the statutory text 
demonstrates in at least three ways that “property” 
under the Act is significantly more circumscribed 
than the Second Circuit’s broad conception that 
would extend to intangible rights to autonomy. 

First, the extortion provision of the Hobbs Act 
covers the “obtaining of property from another.”  18 
U.S.C. § 1951(b)(2) (emphases added).  As this Court 
recognized in Scheidler II, that language 
demonstrates that the “property” in question must be 
capable of being transferred or assigned.  An 
intangible right like the “right to make a 
recommendation” may be disturbed, interfered with, 
or impaired entirely, but as Scheidler II holds, such 
conduct does not satisfy the “obtaining” requirement 
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of the Hobbs Act.  Instead, there must be “the 
acquisition of property.”  537 U.S. at 404; see also 
Model Penal Code § 223.3, Comment 2, pp. 182 
(defining “obtaining” under extortion as “bringing 
about a transfer or purported transfer of a legal 
interest” (brackets omitted)), cited in Scheidler II, 
537 U.S. at 408 n.13.   

Notably, in Scheidler II, the Court declined to 
accept a broader conception of “obtaining” that might 
conceivably encompass the intangible rights 
identified in the decision below.  The lone Scheidler 
II dissenter, Justice Stevens, endorsed the reasoning 
of United States v. Arena, 180 F.3d 380 (2d Cir. 
1999), which construed “obtaining” as “the regulation 
of the fate … of something.”  537 U.S. at 416 
(Stevens, J., dissenting) (internal quotation marks 
omitted).  But the Court rejected what it described as 
a “vague and obscure” definition in favor of “the 
familiar meaning of the word ‘obtain’—to gain 
possession of.”  Scheidler II, 537 U.S. at 403 n.8.  
While it might be possible to fit this case into the 
dissent’s broader conception of obtaining property, 
there is just no way that an intangible right like the 
right to make a recommendation can be obtained in 
“the familiar meaning of the word” insisted upon by 
the Court in Scheidler II.        

Second, the main provision of the Hobbs Act 
punishes not only acts of extortion and robbery, but 
also actual or threatened “physical violence to any 
person or property.”  18 U.S.C. § 1951(a).  As used in 
that provision, “property” plainly refers to something 
more concrete than the intangible “right to make a 
recommendation.”  Such an intangible right to 
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autonomy can be interfered with, but it cannot be 
physically defiled.  It is a “basic canon of statutory 
construction,” however, “that identical terms within 
an Act bear the same meaning.”  Estate of Cowart v. 
Nicklos Drilling Co., 505 U.S. 469, 479 (1992); see 
also Sullivan v. Stroop, 496 U.S. 478, 484 (1990).  
Accordingly, the term “property” as used elsewhere in 
the statute, including the extortion provision in 18 
U.S.C. § 1951(b)(2), should be limited to more 
concrete property interests that, like a person, can be 
the subject of physical violence.   

Third, while the Second Circuit repeatedly 
invoked the broader notion of a “property right,” see, 
e.g., Pet. App. 7a-8a (stating that Hobbs Act requires 
the “deprivation of a property right from another”); 
id. at 8a (recognizing general counsel’s “property 
right in rendering sound legal advice”); id. at 13a 
(recognizing general counsel’s “property right to 
make recommendations”), the Hobbs Act refers only 
to “property,” not “property rights.”  The Second 
Circuit clearly added the word “right” in an atextual 
effort to broaden the statutory phrase.  And while 
“property rights” may extend to more intangible 
rights, “property” is much more naturally read to 
refer to property in its customary, more concrete 
sense.   

When Congress has wanted to reach beyond 
“property” to protect against the broader interest in 
conducting a business or exercising autonomy, it has 
done so expressly.  See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 1964(c) 
(standing to assert RICO claim requires injury to 
“business or property”); 18 U.S.C. § 2333(a) (standing 
under terrorism law requires injury to “person, 
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property, or business”); see also 20 U.S.C. § 4302 
(vesting university with “property and the rights of 
property”).  It did not do so in the Hobbs Act, 
however, notwithstanding that a “‘paramount 
congressional concern’” in drafting the Act “was to be 
clear” about what was and was not covered by the 
law.  Scheidler II, 537 U.S. at 407 (quoting United 
States v. Culbert, 435 U.S. 371, 373 (1978)) (internal 
quotation marks omitted).  Indeed, as Scheidler II 
notes, the Hobbs Act was praised by its 
contemporaries for its “precision.”  Id. at 407 n.12.  
Thus Congress’ decision to use the word “property”—
and not “property right,” “property interest,” or other 
broader terminology—as that which must be 
“obtain[ed]” indicates its intent to give the term a far 
narrower meaning than the Second Circuit 
embraced.   

2.  The history and purpose of the Hobbs Act 
further demonstrate that, in enacting the law, 
Congress did not intend for “property” to include 
intangible rights like the “right to make a 
recommendation” or for the extortion provision to 
extend criminal liability to the coercion of the 
exercise of such rights.  Congress well understood the 
difference between extortion and coercion and 
intentionally omitted the latter from the Hobbs Act.   

As Scheidler II explains, in 1934, Congress 
enacted the Anti-Racketeering Act, which explicitly 
prohibited both coercion (section 2(a)) and extortion 
(section 2(b)), both as defined under New York law.  
537 U.S. at 406-07.  Congress then revisited the 
subject after this Court’s decision in United States v. 
Teamsters, 315 U.S. 521 (1942), and passed the 
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Hobbs Act “to supersede the Anti-Racketeering Act.”  
537 U.S. at 407.  Section 2(b) of the Hobbs Act, 
covering extortion, remained substantially the same 
as in the predecessor act.  See 18 U.S.C. § 1951(b)(2).  
Section 2(a), however, was replaced with a provision 
prohibiting “robbery,” see id. § 1951(b)(1), and 
Congress eliminated all traces of the predicate crime 
of “coercion.”   

There was nothing inadvertent about the 
elimination of a coercion prohibition and its 
replacement with robbery, which like extortion is a 
classic property crime.  Representatives of organized 
labor had expressed concern that the crime of 
coercion arguably encompassed labor efforts to force 
management to alter its conduct or face the threat of 
consequences (economic or otherwise) and had 
lobbied hard to ensure that coercion was excluded 
from the Hobbs Act.  See p. 4, supra.   

Scheidler II further explains that in drafting 
both the Anti-Racketeering Act and the Hobbs Act 
Congress looked to two sources of New York law—the 
Penal Code of New York and the Field Code.  537 
U.S. at 403.  Under both, the crime of coercion 
involved “the use of force or threat of force to restrict 
another’s freedom of action.”  Id. at 405.  
Furthermore, New York case law applying the state 
coercion statute before the enactment of the Anti-
Racketeering Act and the Hobbs Act “involved the 
prosecution of individuals who … employed threats 
and acts of force and violence to dictate and restrict 
the actions and decisions of businesses.”  Id. at 405-
06 (citing People v. Ginsberg, 188 N.E. 62 (N.Y. 
1933), People v. Scotti, 195 N.E. 162 (N.Y. 1934), and 
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People v. Kaplan, 269 N.Y.S. 161 (1934)).  In 
Ginsberg, for example, the defendant threatened and 
engaged in property violence in order to compel a 
store owner to become a member of a local trade 
association and to remove certain price 
advertisements from his store window.  188 N.E. at 
62.  In Scotti, the defendants used threats and force 
to compel the victim to enter into an agreement with 
a labor union of which the defendants were members.  
195 N.E. at 162.  And in Kaplan, the defendants, 
high-ranking members of a labor union, threatened 
and employed violence to force other members of the 
same union to drop lawsuits challenging the union’s 
leadership.  269 N.Y.S. at 162, 165.   

The crime of extortion, by contrast, was under 
both the New York Penal Code and the Field Code a 
property crime.  See Scheidler II, 537 U.S. at 403 
(noting that extortion, along with larceny, robbery, 
and embezzlement, were the four classic property 
crimes).  Indeed, New York law continues to refer to 
extortion as larceny by extortion.  See N.Y. Penal 
Law § 155.05(2)(e).  It was not enough under New 
York’s pre-Hobbs Act caselaw to interfere with 
someone’s autonomy or decisionmaking through 
threats; extortion required an effort to obtain 
property.  See, e.g., People v. Learman, 28 N.Y.S.2d 
360 (App. Div. 1941) (reversing extortion conviction 
based on threat to revoke driver’s license because 
such license is a “right,” not “property,” and noting 
that “[t]he fact that an operator's license is not 
transferable or assignable shows that it is not 
property”); cf. People v. Ashworth, 222 N.Y.S. 24, 28 
(App. Div. 1927) (noting that while “the right to 
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produce oil is personal property … it would 
impossible to steal such property”).   

The same was true under the Field Code, which 
defines extortion in language almost identical to the 
Hobbs Act:  “‘the obtaining of property from another, 
with his consent, induced by a wrongful use of force 
or fear, or under color of official right.’”  Scheidler II, 
537 U.S. at 403.  The Field Code directly tied the 
conception of property for extortion to its conception 
of property for larceny, which also involved “‘the 
criminal acquisition of … property.’”  Id.  Section 584 
of the Field Code, covering larceny, cites twenty-two 
English, New York, and other American cases, all of 
which indicate that “property” to the drafters of the 
Field Code meant money, tangible things of value, or 
notes, bills, or other written documents evidencing 
money or other tangible property—and not intangible 
rights to engage or not engage in certain conduct.  
See, e.g., Reg. v. White, 6 Cox. 213 (1853) (gas 
diverted from pipe); Reg. v. Smith, 7 Cox. 93 (1855) 
(certificates of shares in company entitling holder to 
dividends); Ward v. People, 6 Hill 144 (N.Y. 1843) (ice 
when put away for domestic use); see also People v. 
Loomis, 4 Den. 380 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1847) (no larceny 
involving receipt for repayment of worthless debt); 
Payne v. People, 6 Johns. 103 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1810) (no 
larceny involving letter containing information but 
no intrinsic value).   

Thus, as a legal matter, extorting someone’s free 
will or their ability to make a recommendation is 
simply not possible.  It ignores the fundamental 
dichotomy between extortion and coercion:  
“Extortion protects property; coercion protects 
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autonomy.”  G. Robert Blakey & Kevin P. Roddy, 
Reflections on Reves v. Ernst & Young:  Its Meaning 
and Impact on Substantive, Accessory, Aiding and 
Abetting and Conspiracy Liability Under RICO, 33 
Am. Crim. L. Rev. 1345, 1657 (1996).   

Accordingly, extending the Hobbs Act to 
intangible rights to autonomy like the “right to make 
a recommendation” is not just tinkering on the 
margins of a federal criminal statute.  It would be 
antithetical to Congress’ considered judgment to 
prohibit extortion, but not the lesser crime of 
coercion.  The difference between using threats to 
obtain another’s alienable property and otherwise 
attempting to “restrict the actions and decisions” of 
others was critical to Congress.  Scheidler II, 537 
U.S. at 406.  While both courses of conduct raise 
concerns—that is why New York law criminalizes 
both—Congress consciously decided to criminalize 
only the former.  That is why the Second Circuit’s 
gradual process of expanding Hobbs Act extortion 
from alienable property to more and more intangible 
rights to autonomy is so problematic.  While the 
impulse might be understandable (again, New York 
law is not indifferent to coercion, and the Anti-
Racketeering Act reached both), it is fundamentally 
inconsistent with Congress’ judgment.  To expand the 
term “property” in the extortion provision to cover 
intangible rights such as the right to make a 
recommendation is not just to misconstrue the 
statute, but to re-write it in a way that Congress 
clearly did not intend.  Cf. Sale v. Haitian Ctrs. 
Council, Inc., 509 U.S. 155, 168 n.16 (1993).    
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B. The Rule of Lenity and Core Federalism 
Principles Confirm that the Intangible 
Right to Make a Recommendation is Not 
“Property” Under the Hobbs Act. 

The foregoing discussion firmly establishes that 
under the best and most straightforward reading of 
“property” in the extortion provision of the Hobbs 
Act, the term does not extend to intangible rights like 
the “right to make a recommendation” or, more 
generally, the right to take or not take certain action.  
But to the extent there is any ambiguity about the 
meaning of “property” under the Hobbs Act, well-
established canons of construction support a narrow 
construction of the term “property.” Indeed, both the 
rule of lenity and the canon against upsetting the 
federal-state balance in law enforcement strongly 
reinforce a construction of “property” that does not 
extend to looser concepts of property rights or 
interests in autonomy in making a recommendation.   

1. The rule of lenity requires that “‘ambiguity 
concerning the ambit of criminal statutes should be 
resolved in favor of lenity.’”  Cleveland, 531 U.S. at 
25 (quoting Rewis v. United States, 401 U.S. 808, 812 
(1971)).  Thus in Cleveland, the Court invoked the 
rule in holding that a state’s “intangible rights of 
allocation, exclusion, and control” over issuance of 
video poker licenses do not constitute “property” 
under the federal mail fraud statute, 18 U.S.C. 
§ 1341.  531 U.S. at 23; see also Skilling, 130 S. Ct. at 
2932-33 (applying rule of lenity in narrowly 
construing “honest services” provision of federal mail 
and wire fraud statutes); Jones v. United States, 529 
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U.S. 848, 858 (2000) (applying rule of lenity in 
narrowly construing federal arson statute).   

The Court’s invocation of the rule of lenity in 
Cleveland is especially apposite here.  Not only do 
both cases involve the term “property,” but both cases 
involve efforts to interfere with a state government’s 
internal process leading to a decision of some 
potential value.  But in both cases, the relevant focus 
was not on the license or commitment but the state 
government’s “intangible rights” of “control” over the 
decisionmaking process.  During closing argument in 
petitioner’s trial, the prosecution accused petitioner 
of “obtaining” Bierman’s right to “control” his own 
decisionmaking and recommendations.  J.A. 138.  If 
the “intangible right of … control” over issuance of 
licenses does not constitute “property” for purposes of 
the federal mail fraud statute, it is difficult to discern 
how Bierman’s “control” over his decisionmaking and 
recommendations constitutes “property” under the 
federal extortion statute.   

Moreover, the Court has repeatedly invoked the 
rule of lenity in the specific context of the Hobbs Act.  
In Scheidler II, the Court observed that “‘[w]hen 
there are two rational readings of a criminal statute, 
one harsher than the other, we are to choose the 
harsher only when Congress has spoken in clear and 
definite language.’”  537 U.S. at 409 (quoting 
McNally, 483 U.S. at 359-60); see also Cleveland, 531 
U.S. at 25; United States v. Universal C.I.T. Credit 
Corp., 344 U.S. 218, 222 (1952).  Given this Court’s 
precedents and the text, purpose, and history of the 
Hobbs Act, the Second Circuit’s expansive reading of 
“property” to reach intangible rights to autonomy 
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that are the exclusive province of the law of coercion 
should not even count as a “rational reading.”  But 
even treating it as such, Congress has not spoken in 
such “clear and definite language” regarding the 
meaning of “property”—which the Act does not 
explicitly define—so as to foreclose application of the 
rule of lenity.  As such, the Second Circuit’s “harsher” 
reading of the extortion provision should be rejected.  
See also Enmons, 410 U.S. at 411 (applying rule of 
lenity to “strictly construe[]” Hobbs Act).   

Application of the rule of lenity is “especially 
appropriate” here because violation of the Hobbs Act 
“is a predicate offense under RICO,” i.e., the 
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act.  
Cleveland, 531 U.S. at 25; see 18 U.S.C. § 1961(1).  As 
Justice Ginsburg observed in her Scheidler II 
concurrence, RICO, which “imposes severe criminal 
penalties and hefty civil liability on those engaged in 
conduct within the Act’s compass,” has “already 
evolved into something quite different from the 
original conception of its enactors,” warranting 
“concerns over the consequences of an unbridled 
reading of the statute.”  537 U.S. at 411-12 
(Ginsburg, J., concurring) (brackets and internal 
quotation marks omitted).  As in Scheidler II, the 
Court should again be “rightly reluctant” to endorse 
an “expansive definition of ‘extortion,’” a common 
RICO predicate, that would simultaneously broaden 
the sweep of both RICO and the Hobbs Act.  Id. at 
412.   

Relatedly, the Second Circuit’s interpretation of 
“property” in the extortion provision of the Hobbs Act 
triggers vagueness concerns that further counsel 
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against the court’s holding.  “To satisfy due process, 
‘a penal statute [must] define the criminal offense 
[1] with sufficient definiteness that ordinary people 
can understand what conduct is prohibited and [2] in 
a manner that does not encourage arbitrary and 
discriminatory enforcement.’”  Skilling, 130 S. Ct. at 
2927-28 (quoting Kolender v. Lawson, 461 U.S. 352, 
357 (1983)).  Untethering the term “property” from 
transferrable property and construing it to 
encompass autonomy interests in being able to act 
“free from threats” raises serious vagueness 
concerns.   

The shape-shifting nature of the “property” 
petitioner allegedly attempted to “obtain” in this case 
is ample proof of the potential for mischief.  The jury 
found that the “property” at issue was Bierman’s 
“recommendation to approve the Commitment.”  
Recognizing the weakness in construing that internal 
recommendation as “property,” the Second Circuit 
changed course and viewed the relevant “property” as 
Bierman’s “right to make recommendations.”  Pet. 
App. 13a.  And even then, the Second Circuit could 
not definitively settle on what precise “property” 
petitioner attempted to extort, defining it variously 
as Bierman’s “right in rendering sound legal advice,” 
his right “to recommend—free from threats—whether 
the Comptroller should issue a Commitment,” and 
his “right to make a recommendation consistent with 
his legal judgment.”  Id. at 8a-9a, 12a.  If a court of 
appeals cannot clearly and consistently state what 
“property” has been extorted—and each of its varying 
formulations differs from the “property” the jury 
found to have been extorted—then “ordinary people” 
cannot “understand what conduct is prohibited,” and 
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a person’s liberty should not depend on the shadowy 
boundaries of the term.  Skilling, 130 S. Ct. at 2927-
28 (internal quotation marks omitted).  The 
vagueness of the Second Circuit’s expansive 
conception of property is yet an additional reason 
that interpretation should be rejected.  See id. at 
2928-30 (noting that vague statutes are to be 
construed narrowly to eliminate constitutionally 
suspect interpretations); McNally, 483 U.S. at 360 
(refusing to construe federal mail fraud statute “in a 
manner that leaves its outer boundaries 
ambiguous”). 

2. Fundamental principles of federalism also 
point in the same direction.  This Court has 
rightfully been reluctant to “federalize much ordinary 
criminal behavior … that typically is the subject of 
state, not federal, prosecution.”  Scheidler v. Nat’l 
Org. for Women, Inc., 547 U.S. 9, 20 (2006) (Scheidler 
III).  Efforts to interfere with a state’s internal 
deliberative process are not to be treated lightly, but 
they are a quintessential matter for state, and not 
federal, prosecution.  And it ill-serves the federal-
state balance for federal prosecutors to step in when 
they perceive state prosecutors are being 
insufficiently vigilant in vindicating state law or, as 
here, only after a state prosecution begins to go 
sideways.   

This is not a context like situations in which the 
state political officers are themselves accused of 
corruption, where there are structural concerns that 
state and local prosecutors may “underenforce” state 
criminal laws designed to protect the integrity of the 
state’s own deliberative process.  Whatever concerns 
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there may be with the willingness of state and local 
prosecutors to take on powerful but corrupt state and 
local officials, those prosecutors have every incentive 
to protect the integrity of their own deliberative 
processes from outside interference.      

This is a case in point.  Petitioner allegedly sent 
several emails to a state government official 
threatening to reveal embarrassing personal 
information if the individual did not reverse an 
internal recommendation.  In response, the state of 
New York swiftly investigated the matter, dispatched 
agents to Massachusetts, and brought criminal 
charges against petitioner under a state statute that 
not only squarely covered the purported conduct but 
treated the potential interference with a public 
official’s duties as an aggravating factor.  Thus, not 
only does a state government have every incentive to 
investigate and prosecute crimes that target the 
integrity of the state’s own deliberative processes; 
that is precisely what happened here. 

There are only two situations in which federal 
prosecutors would have any occasion to get involved 
in circumstances like those at issue here or in 
Cleveland.  Either federal prosecutors would have a 
different conception of how to exercise prosecutorial 
discretion over a matter that principally and directly 
implicates the integrity of state government, or as 
here, the federal prosecutors would be called in after 
the early rounds of state-court litigation did not 
proceed as state prosecutors had hoped.  Neither 
situation is particularly conducive to maintenance of 
the proper and traditional balance between state and 
federal power and law enforcement. 
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Such concerns are directly relevant in reviewing 
the Second Circuit’s expansive conception of property 
under the Hobbs Act.  “Congress has traditionally 
been reluctant to define as a federal crime conduct 
readily denounced as criminal by the States.” United 
States v. Bass, 404 U.S. 336, 349 (1971).  As a result, 
this Court “will not be quick to assume that Congress 
has meant to effect a significant change in the 
sensitive relation between federal and state criminal 
jurisdiction.”  Id.  Instead, the Court applies a 
presumption that “‘unless Congress conveys its 
purpose clearly, it will not be deemed to have 
significantly changed the federal-state balance’ in the 
prosecution of crimes.”  Jones, 529 U.S. at 858 
(quoting Bass, 404 U.S. at 349); see also Cleveland, 
531 U.S. at 24 (rejecting government’s interpretation 
of 18 U.S.C. § 1341 because “it invites us to approve a 
sweeping expansion of federal criminal jurisdiction in 
the absence of a clear statement by Congress”); 
Jones, 529 U.S. at 860 (Stevens, J., concurring) 
(“[W]e should interpret narrowly federal criminal 
laws that overlap with state authority unless 
congressional intention to assert its jurisdiction is 
plain.”).   

As Scheidler II and the discussion above make 
clear, Congress expressly declined to include the 
state-law crime of coercion when enacting the Hobbs 
Act.  And Congress looked not just to state law in the 
abstract, but to New York law in particular and 
declined to follow New York’s lead when it came to 
criminalizing coercion.  That is why the Second 
Circuit’s incremental expansion of “property” to 
include intangible rights of autonomy is so 
antithetical to Congress’ intent and to the federal-
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state balance.  That expansion not only disregards 
Congress’ conscious decision to criminalize the 
property crime of extortion, but not the lesser crime 
of coercion; it also simultaneously expands federal 
criminal law into a realm of no special federal 
concern that was already covered by state law.  
Indeed, one will look far and wide for a better 
example of the overexpansion of federal law.  
Petitioner was prosecuted under state law for the 
precise criminal infraction—the New York 
prohibition on coercion—that Congress declined to 
make part of the Hobbs Act.6   

Concerns with over-federalization of crime and 
upsetting the traditional federal-state balance are 
particularly acute here for two different reasons.  
First, that this case involved a Hobbs Act extortion 
count is no accident.  Like the mail fraud statute at 
issue in Cleveland, Hobbs Act extortion is one of the 
favorite tools for federal prosecutors, having been 
described as the “darling of the federal prosecutor’s 
nursery.”  James Lindgren, The Elusive Distinction 
Between Bribery and Extortion: From the Common 
Law to the Hobbs Act, 35 U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 815, 905 
(1988); cf. Evans v. United States, 504 U.S. 255, 290 
(1992) (Thomas, J., dissenting) (noting that “the 
Hobbs Act has served as the engine for a stunning 
expansion of federal criminal jurisdiction into a field 
traditionally policed by state and local laws”).  Thus, 

                                            
6 It bears reiterating, moreover, that long before federal 
prosecutors charged petitioner with extortion under the New 
York-modeled Hobbs Act, the state of New York had abandoned 
its own extortion charge against petitioner.   
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maintaining a limited and easily administrable scope 
for the Hobbs Act is unusually important.   

Second, and equally significant, the Second 
Circuit’s expansion from concrete property to broader 
efforts to distort the will of another is no small step.  
Under the court’s reasoning, there is almost no 
species of coercive conduct that cannot be converted 
into the federal crime of extortion under the Hobbs 
Act—by recasting the “property” as the victim’s right 
to do (or not do) something.  Thus, threats designed 
to get a parking-meter attendant not to write a ticket 
or to rip one up would constitute extortion, as would 
any effort to coerce the issuance of video poker 
licenses.  Outside the government sector, a threat to 
write a bad review of a restaurant if the owner fails 
to provide a desirable table would constitute 
extortion of the owner’s right to assign tables at will.  
And certainly any effort to interfere with an 
employer’s right to determine which workers to hire 
and how much to pay them could be characterized as 
extortion.  See pp. 51-52, infra. Put simply, if the 
“property” at issue is simply the right to act free of 
coercion—e.g., the right to make a recommendation 
free from threats—and a coercive act results in the 
“obtaining” of that “property,” then every act of 
coercion constitutes federal extortion.  Cf. Transcript 
of Oral Argument at 47, Scheidler II, 537 U.S. 393 
(2003) (Nos. 01-1118, 01-1119) (unidentified Justice 
remarking to counsel for respondents that “if 
whenever you deprive somebody … of a right, you say 
you obtain control of the right … that you’ve deprived 
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them of,” then “everything becomes an obtaining of 
property”).7   

But this Court need not rely on hypotheticals to 
confirm the indefensibility of the Second Circuit’s 
reasoning; it can look to its own case law.  Under the 
Second Circuit’s approach, the conduct of the 
abortion protestors in Scheidler II would have 
constituted extortion because the health clinics 
possessed the right to conduct their businesses as 
they desired, and the protestors “obtained” that 
“property” when they sought to alter the behavior of 
the clinics through acts or threats of violence.  
Likewise, in Enmons, the violent conduct of a labor 
union, carried out during a lawful strike for higher 
wages, would have constituted extortion because an 
employer possesses the right to conduct its business 
as it wishes (including not providing higher wages).  
By seeking to modify the employer’s conduct, the 
union “obtained” the employer’s “property.”  But, of 
course, in both of these cases the Court held that the 
conduct did not amount to extortion under the Hobbs 
Act.  See Scheidler II, 537 U.S. at 409; Enmons, 410 
U.S. at 411-12.  Indeed, in Enmons, the Court 
observed that neither the language nor the history of 
the Hobbs Act justified the conclusion that Congress 
intended “such an unprecedented incursion into the 
                                            
7 These far-reaching and undesirable consequences are only 
compounded by the Second Circuit’s belief that, as a matter of 
law, the “property” that an extortionist obtains “need not be a 
source of wealth” to the victim, Pet. App. 9a—a proposition 
itself in serious tension with Scheidler II.  See 537 U.S. at 405 
(no extortion where petitioners failed to obtain “something of 
value” from respondents  (internal quotation marks omitted)).   
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criminal jurisdiction of the States.”  410 U.S. at 411.  
But that is precisely what follows from the Second 
Circuit’s erroneous reasoning; conduct falling under 
the purview of a state coercion statute like New 
York’s—a statute that provides for a maximum 
sentence of one year in prison, see N.Y. Penal Law 
§§ 70.15(1), 135.60—can easily be transformed into 
federal extortion, a crime punishable by up to twenty 
years’ imprisonment, see 18 U.S.C. § 1951(a).8   

3.  As Scheidler II and Enmons also indicate, 
affirming the Second Circuit’s decision would expose 
social protestors and labor unions alike to the threat 
of federal criminal liability under the Hobbs Act.  
Throughout American history, both groups have 

                                            
8 The disparity in punishment is even greater in this case 
because petitioner was charged with attempted crimes, which 
New York sentencing law treats more leniently.  Attempted 
second-degree coercion in New York is a class B misdemeanor 
with a maximum sentence of three months.  N.Y. Penal Law 
§§ 70.15(2), 110.05(8), 135.60.  Because petitioner allegedly 
attempted to induce Bierman to “violate his duty as a public 
servant,” petitioner was charged with attempted first-degree 
coercion, which is a class E felony with a maximum sentence of 
four years.  N.Y. Penal Law §§ 70.00(2)(d), 110.05(6), 
135.65(2)(c).  Both durations, of course, are well below the 
maximum sentence of twenty years for attempted or completed 
Hobbs Act violations.  And, notably, the government urged a 
sentence for petitioner of at least twelve years—far more than 
the maximum sentence petitioner could have received under 
New York law.  See p. 15, supra; cf. Jones v. United States, 529 
U.S. 848, 859 (2000) (Stevens, J., concurring) (“The fact that 
petitioner received a sentence of 35 years in prison when the 
maximum penalty for the comparable state offense was only 10 
years illustrates how a criminal law like this may effectively 
displace a policy choice made by the State.”  (citations omitted)).     
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engaged in a range of conduct designed to compel or 
induce another party, through violence or fear 
(including fear of economic loss), to alter conduct in 
which the party has a right to engage or not engage.  
Prohibitionists like Carry Nation destroyed kegs of 
beer to force saloons to stop selling alcohol; anti-
segregationists conducted sit-ins at lunch counters to 
force restaurateurs to serve African-Americans; 
environmentalists have chained themselves to trees 
to force logging companies to suspend activities.  
Labor unions routinely employ work stoppages, 
picket lines, and other tactics to force an employer to 
provide better wages or other benefits.   

In each of these situations, the protestor or union 
member, through violence, inducement of fear, or 
other illegal activity (such as trespass), seeks to 
compel another party to engage in behavior it has a 
legal right not to engage in.  Under the Second 
Circuit’s reasoning, the protestor or union member 
has “obtained” the other party’s “property,” 
constituting federal extortion punishable by up to 
twenty years in prison (as well as a predicate act for 
RICO).  Given the Nation’s rich tradition of social 
protest and labor activism, that cannot be the law.  
Indeed, it would be particularly ironic if a federal 
criminal statute purposefully stripped of all 
references to coercion due to organized labor’s own 
vigorous objections, see p. 4, supra, could in turn be 
used to bring federal charges against organized labor 
for garden-variety work actions.  But that is the 
result of the Second Circuit’s aberrant reasoning, 
which does violence to both this Court’s precedents 
and the Nation’s history.     
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CONCLUSION 

The Court should reverse the decision below. 

Respectfully submitted, 
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